
Marry
WHY YOU WON’T

 
 

THE RIGHT PERSON



Finding the One





“Our universe grants every soul a twin—a reflection of
themselves—the kindred spirit – And no matter where

they are or how far away they are from each other,
they will always find one another. This is destiny; this is

love.” – Julie Dillon (artist)
 

“A soulmate is someone who has locks that fit our keys,
and keys to fit our locks. No matter what else goes

wrong around us, with that one person, we’re safe in
our own paradise.” – Richard Bach (writer)



Finding the One



Problems with finding the Right Person



Problems with finding the Right Person

Single
- Makes singleness a
condition
 
- Huge pressure on choosing
 
- Makes happiness
dependent on the right
person being picked and
picking you



Problems with finding the Right Person

Single Married
- Makes singleness a
condition
 
- Huge pressure on choosing
 
- Makes happiness
dependent on the right
person being picked and
picking you

- Crushes spouse with
responsibility to fulfill you

 
- Creates idealistic or

pessimistic view of marriage
 

- Ends marriages when
feelings and fulfilling fades



Ephesians 5:31-33

For this reason a man will leave his father
and mother and be united to his wife, and
the two will become one flesh.” This is a
profound mystery—but I am talking
about Christ and the church. However,
each one of you also must love his wife as
he loves himself, and the wife must
respect her husband.”



Marriage is...
1. A SIGNPOST OF ULTIMATE LOVE 
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2. A FIRE TO REFINE US
 
 
 





“When you first fall in love, you think you love the person,
but you don’t really. You can’t know the person right away.
That takes years. You actually love the idea of the person –
and that is always, at first, one-dimensional and somewhat
mistaken.” 
 
 
“Marriage brings out and reveals traits in you that were
there all along but were hidden from everyone including
you, but now they are all seen by your spouse. In marriage
you are exposed. You finally have your mask and finery
stripped away, as it were. Marriage does not so much
bring you into confrontation with your spouse as confront
you with yourself.”



One quickly learns that marriage brings you into more
intense proximity to another human being than any other
relationship can...over the years you will go through
seasons in which you have to learn to love a person you
didn’t marry, who is something of a stranger. You will have
to make changes that you don’t want to make, and so will
your spouse. The primary problem [in many marriages]
is…learning how to love and care for the stranger to whom
you find yourself married.” 
 
TIM KELLER - The Meaning of Marriage



Marriage is...
1. A SIGNPOST OF ULTIMATE LOVE 
 
2. A FIRE TO REFINE US 
 
3. A SHELTER TO RAISE A FAMILY 



Thou hast made us for thyself, 

O Lord, and our heart is restless until

it finds its rest in thee.”

AUGUSTINE  OF  H IPPO




